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Sometimes coincidences occur that border on the unbelievable. A few weeks ago, for example, 

this writer was revisiting the celebrated “White Manifesto”, a foundational document for the 

art of the 20th century initiated by the Italian Argentine artist Lucio Fontana. The manifesto 

was, and still is, one of the fundamental documents for the consolidation of a variety of non-

conventional geometric art forms and the so-called poetic geometries. This connection came 

to mind again at the time of writing this text. A new reading revealed that many of the creative 

criteria established in the manifesto, after making the necessary adjustments of time and 

stylistic profile, acquire a surprisingly current validity.  Beyond the messianic pretentions and 

the all-encompassing ambitions derived from the euphoria that pervaded the avant-garde of 

modernity, several criteria may be applied to the prolific sculpting work of Ricardo Pascale.  

Fontana stated: “Reason does not create. In the creation of forms, its function is subordinate 

to the function of the subconscious. In all of his activities, man functions with the totality of his 

faculties. The free development of all of them is a fundamental condition in the creation and 

interpretation of the new art. Analysis and synthesis, meditation and spontaneity, construction 

and sensation are values that work together for their integration into a functional unit. And its 

development through experience is the only road that leads to a complete manifestation of 

being. Society suppresses the separation of its forces and integrates them into one more 

powerful force”1. In other words, against the Hegelianism that influenced the nineteenth-

century thought, which strived to find the source of all things –even of all good- in immaculate 

logics, it was necessary to bring the gestation of the creative act back to the diverse and almost 

endless realms of existence, of the plenitude these realms offer.  

The “White Manifesto” then goes on to point out: “This new state of consciousness gives rise 

to an integral art in which being functions and manifests itself in all of its totality”2. A totality 

that does not require the absolutism of the rational concept, not even the superiority of an 

idea with supreme intentions. Analysis and synthesis, as the author says. To search, 
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experiment, investigate using the intellect, but at the same time shaping it, nourishing it 

systematically with creative sensitivity, combining reflection and the joyful acceptance of 

spontaneity – and even – of the elusive mischiefs of hazard. Meticulous construction; careful, 

weighted composition; the nourishing filters of intuition; a vast expressive repertoire: from 

poetic roughness to the feeble choreographic allusions of sensuous, undulating free volume; 

Ricardo Pascale brings all of this together. And in a subtle way, he transforms his artistic work, 

as many other forms of human activity and thinking, and as Fontana states, into a major force. 

Sincere, vigorous, unembellished, and increasingly embedded with fine creativity.  

Fontana ads: “We think of synthesis as a sum of physical elements: color, sound, movement, 

time, and space – synthesis as the completion of a psycho-physical unity.  Color, the element 

of space; sound, the element of time; and movement that develops in time and space: these 

are the fundamental forms of the new art that contains the four dimensions of existence. The 

three related to space and one to time. Both the creation and the interpretation of the new art 

require the functioning of all of man’s energies. Being manifests itself as a whole and with the 

fullness of its vitality”3. Perhaps Ricardo Pascale went through a number of acceptances and 

rejections, feeding – metaphorically speaking – on this journey through thousands of years to 

arrive at the art of modernity and the heritage bequeathed to contemporaneity.  In this rather 

stubborn, always passionate form, he has come to these decades, which have confirmed the 

vital fullness of his creative work and allowed him to achieve a working mode imbued with the 

notions of time and space, permeating this fullness of vitality to the whole of the creative act.   

In 1995, most probably after several experimental attempts, he started to create his series of 

reliefs and wheels, turned into round wonders of prodigiously sensitive emanations. These 

reliefs – according to the definition of the creator – and assemblages – according to this writer 

– bring together the perfection of both denominations (though in fact they constitute a 

departure from the traditional division between high and bas-relief).  In them, the decisive 

element is the whole play of the surfaces, not the chiseling or the prominence in relation to 

the background plane of the piece. The relief creates a drawing but essentially sets itself apart 

from the forms of any figure, resorting to prodigious articulations that combine the original 

colors of wood - ranging from reddish tones to unimaginable shades of brown - and the colors 

accumulated by the comings and goings of use and time, or the unique chiaroscuro generated 

by the fibrousness of each type of wood, the rich and rough lace of grain patterns and ware.   

The reliefs, like almost all the work of Ricardo Pascale, are, naturally, made in wood. In some 

rare occasions other materials are included. Some of the wheels are encrusted with textile 
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elements. Later on, painted iron appeared in some of his larger sculptures. The first reliefs play 

with free forms, curvaceous, mischievous assemblies with a playful emanation of puzzles, 

weaved within lilting, softly irregular rectangles, or rising in space with vertical sobriety (all of 

them with a beautiful design). Already in the early pieces the works yield to a restrained 

fullness of vitality, as required by Fontana: the telling force of color, the interplay that 

unleashes the huge possibilities of space, the silent sonority contributed by textures, the also 

silent presence of time, both in the memory of the woods and in the course of contemplation. 

In the wall-mounted pieces, in the larger assemblages, the woods come together in 

compositions that multiply rhythmical possibilities. In others, the vertical shootings seem 

inclined to sway in a gentle direction, creating a soft melodic simulation in the play of 

assemblages, links, suggested overlaps, and of interwoven surfaces.    

In fact, as it has been said, and the topic will be touched upon again, the textures and colors 

provided by the woods are decisive. Also decisive, and even essential for the organization of 

compositions, are the small surfaces, little strips, regular or sensibly untidy accumulations that 

the artist assembles by combining textures and colors within each one, over and over again.  

The staggered shapes, of subtle volumetric and visual incidence, were transformed into a 

magnificent resource in some more recent examples of the wheel series.  

In all reliefs, from the early ones to the most recent, three elements come together that define 

the remarkable creativity of the artist. On the one hand, the exploitation of the colors provided 

by the woods. The colors, or rather the incidence of texture on color, the enormous skill to 

harness the chromatic virtues offered by the original pulp, the different barks, even by the 

various heartwoods of an almost endless diversity, inherent to a still magnanimous nature (in 

order to also bring out a similar variety in the textures inherent to that vast chromatic catalog). 

This identifying trait must be viewed as essential, almost as a unique fingerprint.   

The amazing use of textures, of the various texture surfaces, has an incidence on all the 

aspects of the works, their silent eloquence, their allusions, their expressive intensity, their 

structural and/or compositional characteristics, their hidden, secretly preserved inner feelings, 

and their warm, elusive, tenuous, unexpectedly vigorous insinuations. From the smoothness 

that emulates a rare polish – when it is actually derived from the fleshiness of the chosen 

fragment – to the stone-like, worm-eaten character of ancient woods that carry the stories of 

past uses and experiences: taking advantage of existing and former knots, and the original 

cracks and crevices of wood. On these natural cracks and crevices – occasionally subordinating 

to them with deep respect and extreme subtlety – Ricardo Pascale draws other lines, other 

structures, in an indefinable compromise between the spontaneous gesture and deliberate 



creation. The knots, or the orifices left where the knots used to be, the crevices, the erosion of 

the surfaces, are decisive elements in the compositional structure of the pieces.  

The range of colors contributes its specific qualities in the close structural link of surfaces and 

volumes, in the various pieces and textures, from terracotta to pale ochre, from the delicacy or 

vigor of sienna shades to unexpected greenish tones – a strange vegetable rust -.  The artist 

attains virtuous qualities through an impeccable design that carefully legitimizes its own 

coherence, the singularity of its characteristics, the delicious ambivalence between an almost 

primordial roughness and an exquisite display of wonders and renewed prodigies. This design 

is never alien to the material it shapes, to the visual richness it owes to it as a nonnegotiable 

retribution.  

 

The perfumes of myth 

 

All of Ricardo Pascale’s sculpting work manages, as well, to irradiate two formal virtues that, 

along with the foundational traits already fleshed out, lay out derivations referring to 

interpretative implications and conceptual adherences. For example the sensory pleasure as a 

laboriously sought adherence, achieved through an expressive syntax that addresses all the 

stimuli offered by the senses. In this case, essentially sight, stimulating sensory reception, 

projecting it to other senses, provoking them, or at least awakening possibilities that 

germinate in imagination. Thus, whether actualized or not, a longing is awakened to treasure 

the fragrances offered by the sense of smell, to touch the gentle silkiness or the workings of 

the reliefs. This expansion of the senses enriches the contemplative rite. 

This sensoriality is not reduced to a simple exercise of physical stimulation: it is linked to 

another similar term that has very different implications. Because each one of the pieces – 

from the articulated reliefs to the lightness of the recent large works and the evolutions of 

undulating lines – exude also a rare sensuality. Impetuous at times, and at times slowly 

melancholic. A form of sensuality that is far removed from any simplification limited to 

sexuality or an almost suburban eroticism. It is a sensuality capable of opening a vast 

repertoire of affective attractions and emotive seductions: from a rough beauty populated by 

the innocent virtues of nature, to the fascinating sensuality of its musical sonorities, or by the 

transcendence of the alluring curves or the large sloping arcs. It is the inexplicable magnetism 

awakened by an object, an emanation that captures the spectator in contemplation and 

disconcerts him or her with uncertain sensations that fluctuate between amazement and 

fascination. The sensuality of the works creates an allure that irradiates and resounds in the 

many memories that these works evoke for the spectator. This is not, therefore, a strident 



sensuality: it is the persuasive grace that leaves latent sediments, the reminiscences of what 

was seen, revisited recollections, transformed by the strategies of memory. 

Along with all these formal attributes, there are also indefinable scents, unsettling sensations - 

whether premeditated or not – whose source is difficult to establish, but that are undoubtedly 

linked to the sculpting trajectory of Ricardo Pascale, and in particular, to the creative 

assumptions that underpin the reliefs. These reliefs, for example, underwent a significant 

transformation. The author groups them under series number four. Although having similar 

formal characteristics, they represent a departure from the delicate, dynamic sense of mutual 

balance of the other series, with a design that occasionally seems almost precarious. The 

prolific play of rhythmic or melodic combinations, the compositional assemblies ruled by 

eclectic orthogonal fractures, the creative system that permanently reinterprets itself, all seem 

momentarily interrupted.  These reliefs somehow bring in an unexpected presence, a different 

remembrance, and an allusive play that is obvious but nevertheless adopts unsuspected flanks.  

The compositional structure chosen for the reliefs boasts a profitable, fecund ambiguity. And it 

is this ambiguity, this deliberately ubiquitous narrative that opens two possible 

interpretations. These reliefs may be seen as the others. However, they rely on a less free 

compositional structure than the one usually predominant in the other series. Here, the 

imbricated order of the woodcuts in triangles is in varying degrees ruled by curvaceous or 

fractured spirals, and even organized in decreasing quadrilaterals. All the spirals have a visible 

or intuited center, except for some cases in which the center has been either shifted, or can be 

imagined outside the rectangle by the viewer.  The immediate reaction is to think that these 

reliefs are just another set of assemblages, only with a departure from orthogonality.  But, 

although in other series it is possible to feel the very distant presence of Torres Garcia’s 

guidelines or the even more distant whispers of various creators, different notes are perceived 

here. In fact, as with the other series of reliefs, the interpretative attempt may be reduced to 

the sensitive vibrations aroused by each piece, to the unthinkable history that each spectator 

may choose to fabricate. But for some spectators – this writer among them – the echoes and 

murmurs of memory may be very different. 

 

The fullness of ritual 

 

The spirals may be “read” as simple spirals or as dislocated, shaken steps, leading us to 

geographies arising from a reality that has sought to reach formidable heights dwelling in 

dreams, as impossible journeys that make us bustle around, get lost and found again in an 

infinite Borgesian library, in fleeting encounters with some character of Onetti or the 



celebrated Maga of Cortazar. Once again, I am reminded of the innumerable scenes offered by 

the acceptance of myth described by the Paraguayan theorist Ticio Escobar. "Myth opens a 

terrain of knowledge that would otherwise be inaccessible: it lodges the real in another scene 

whose artifices reveal new flanks of understanding. It conceals and deceives in order to bring 

to light dimensions invisible to the prudent gaze of concept.  Amidst the simulacra and 

performance of drama, in the very confusion of shadows and reflections, myth smuggles in 

dark unanticipated forces such as unknown actors or events and dialogues that take place 

elsewhere”4.  

In the realm of myth these reliefs become fantastic stages featuring performances permeated 

by a warmly rough wonder, where the ghosts invoked by memory replay, with their stripped 

disguises and invisible masks, joyful fictions.  By virtue of art’s fecund translation mechanisms 

these performances become stories already conjured or waiting to be conjured by our 

imagination, or that perhaps only feed the rather underprivileged land of small hopes.  These 

reliefs-stages have the virtue of whispering to us, insinuating an awesome reality, different 

from the trivially accepted reality. A reality that is indeed complex and multiple, almost 

unattainable, capable of harboring invisible openings in its closely guarded secrets, folds and 

furrows.  

These mythical stages open up other possible interpretations of Ricardo Pascale’s work. For 

reasons difficult to decipher, his works emanate an aura of odd liturgical objects - which may 

perhaps be linked to known religions and may, or may not, reveal an adherence to their 

complex and varied realities -, even if invisible to the clean, excessively tidy and tedious gaze of 

correctness, which is the usual, rigid gaze of concept. Even as simple instruments of the 

contemplative rite that – when used with a deep, committed gaze – acquire a certain profane 

religiosity.  Like utensils content with participating in such singular ceremonies.  

This inference is not only applicable to the series of religious objects: a few splendid crosses 

and a rare menorah; one of the crosses - I believe one mounted on a wall, of staggered 

slenderness and overwhelming beauty –; the menorah, without loosing its ritual intensity, 

transformed into a symmetrically ascending sculpture of powerful austerity, impregnated with 

dense spirituality.  But other pieces – some large-sized works, others with fractured vertical 

shootings or playful geometric allusions, and the still, engrossed wheels – also transmit a sense 

of sober rituality.  
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To define the traits of this rituality I once more resort to Escobar: “Grown beyond the margins, 

open to nothingness, rite prevents the social contour from embedding within itself and keeps 

alive the uneven rhythms of collective time; without intending to, it prevents order from 

ossifying institutions and equilibrium from paralyzing the wandering course of desire and the 

permanent stirrings of tensions; for rite, drama is never-ending. Once again, like art, and 

perhaps it should be said as art, ritual reties, in its own way and in the best way, and merely 

from the formal, the array of different social forces. It then finally intervenes on social reality 

by expressing the relations that interweave it and offering new clues to interpret them. But it 

does so from its own terrain, the social no-place, and with its own game rules, the gratuity of 

the signifier”5.  

In fact, from its own inalienable position, imposing its own game rules, and to a certain extent 

rendering the obsessions of meaning barren, rite perpetuates never-ending drama.  Like art, 

and as art (almost a synonymy, or at least a marked parallelism) the stormy, disturbing drama; 

the passion, that is ultimately the usual manifestation of drama; the multiple dealings and 

contracts in which human beings engage with their peers; a drama that may simulate the 

lightness of a caress or shudder at the threat of an inevitable storm.  

The wheels, for example, lend themselves to an interpretation restricted to their formal 

seduction. This simple meaning suffices. But taking advantage of the interstices opened by the 

restlessness and generosity of imagination, they accept their fate as motionless monuments 

that celebrate secret circumstances: homages and tributes forged by unidentifiable 

civilizations. A fine, highly polished plate, almost always of bloody, or fertility-red hues, 

surrounds all the rounded or voluptuously deformed shapes.  The two sober lateral sides 

multiply possibilities: horizontal, vertical, diagonal stripes, or irregular assemblages in very free 

settings; hubs with holes piercing through the body of the pieces: circles, something that looks 

like a sun, a small square or a pentagon that does not pose any geometric contradiction but 

rather shows a smooth belonging.  

In many of the wheels these hubs disappear and are replaced by geometric polyhedrons also 

of reddish or orange nuances. In others, a clean plane appears intervened by an extremely 

sharp angle of compressed fabric or by a colorful orange shape. And in others, the strong 

texture displays its radial impulses.  In one of the wheels small fragments accumulate with 

incredible grace in overlapping planes, as round staggered shapes.  Another wheel seems to 

twist and turn, closing into itself. Yet in others the faces are incrusted with reliefs. Leveled 

prisms, shapes that look like braids, irregular checkerboards or teethed slots, small, crowded 
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pieces that climb together, cavities inhabited by something that seems a bunch of grey rocks, 

of counter-relief woods, of small, slender, and formally disciplined prisms.      

“It has been sufficiently proven that rite lends articulation and cohesion to society, renews its 

tired body and creates bridges between the individual and the collective body, between the 

mortal being and the gods, between man and nature. It is known to ensure collective 

participation, promote the identity of the group and ensure integration and reciprocity among 

its members, opening a space for negotiation...6. Any true work of art is a bridge between a 

human being, in this case Ricardo Pascale, and society (at least the portion of society 

composed by those who choose to be spectators), between the human being and nature, 

between the mortal being and everything that is beyond its inevitably finite nature. These 

ritual objects, due to their beauty, their capacity to captivate the sight and their expressive 

force, confirm identities permanently under construction, possible integrations and 

correspondences defined by silent adhesions, invoking the deferment of death – absurd, as the 

Paraguayan theorist says – and consequent forgetfulness, renewing history, expanding the 

resonance of its meanings. Why not interpret these sculptures ritually, as a token of 

negotiation, of salvation even?  

A series pervaded with fractures and staggered, overlapping, totemic shapes with Brancusian 

reminiscences, governed by progressive rhythms, extremely light connections between 

geometric shapes, may, for example, be objects with such ritual density. Similar ritual 

attributes are found in the series the author calls Capítulo solar, which brings together two 

large suns with pointed rays, and another series that is an indirect homage to a region 

cherished in personal memory, grouped under the name Desde el Vulture (a region of 

extinguished volcanoes in Potenza, Italy). The creator completely disregards the anecdotic, the 

trivial reproduction of landscape, and engenders ritual shapes that multiply the implications of 

such landscape. Rough, rounded shapes that are placed on pedestals, and others that 

resemble sensuous pieces of petrified wood frozen in a slow spill. All in rough, ancient, very 

dark woods, with sporadic reddish nuances. Values, motifs and rituality that are nothing more 

than new manifestations of the fullness of vitality.  

 

Experimenting with fullness 
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In the large-sized sculptures, Ricardo Pascale maintains the expressive sensoriality, the 

prudent sensuality, the almost unattainable fragrances evoked by the myth, the ubiquitous 

characteristics of a rare rituality, always displaying an extraordinary skill in the design and an 

outstanding structural capacity. In other words, all the elements of the fullness of vitality 

claimed by Lucio Fontana, which smoothly pervades all the sculpting work of the creator. The 

works have been implanted in different locations both in Uruguay and abroad, or have been 

displayed in prestigious exhibitions. For example, Olas duras, a large, decidedly curved shape, 

which awakens a moving sensation. The three folds bring the spectator face to face with 

something resembling oversized, abruptly petrified sea waves. Powerful, strongly poetic 

curves, imbued with a sober drama and a warm beauty. Cono Sur is a large openwork shape 

featuring a slanted truncated cone. Again, a dazzling, unexpected combination of force and 

constructive lightness. Sin espacio, a formidable filigree accumulation, a novel combination of 

formal values oscillating between voluptuousness and bareness. The large painted iron forms 

are impeccably suited to their locations: one painted in yellow, implanted on one of the sides 

of the Cumbres de la Ballena hill; another one – painted in grey and black, at a square in Punta 

del Este – with a notable metaphorical force to depict an institutional homage. Garabato 

aéreo, a gracious, beautiful, light shape, undulating in space. La gran función, implanted at 

Bastión del Carmen, a large curve that opens up onto an amazing view of the River Plate. The 

same happens with the firm, proud shapes of an outstanding rhythmic simplicity named 

Antropología de la memoria implanted at Parque M’Bopicuá in Fray Bentos. And with the 

amazing, life-filled homage to the dead of Memorial de Paso Pache.  

These works, rooted in a deep creative dignity, also incidentally resolve one of the core themes 

of contemporary art. The Italian theorist Gianni Romano has said: “The work of art is not an 

end in itself, it is evidence of the search for an operative functionality feeding on ambiguity, a 

tacit adherence of the artist in the comparisons of the modality of the real. Contemporary art 

must express the feeling of the times and not only represent a temporary theory and 

gestuality. Against the norm, the only possible operation is to reactivate experimentation. It is 

only the possibility of leaving his mark what allows the artist to conceive a project”7.  

In these pieces, which belong to the most recent period of Ricardo Pascale’s creative work, the 

feeling of the times is expressed clearly, never subjected to the theories vertiginously 

proposed by curators, exhibitions and art theorists, in which the apparently omnipotent and 

omnipresent art market is always present.  There is no subjection to the succession of 

standards that many times entrench foolishness or emptiness. The artist resolves, as Gianni 
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Romano says, the only possible operation: the ever reinvented, revitalized experimentation, 

manufacturing with extreme precision and subtlety the semantics of his creative narrative.  

The most recent works evidence the choice of three essentially different paths. On the one 

hand, a certain return to the reliefs, but now with a narrative forged in a simple and suggestive 

refinement. Small rods orderly placed in a vertical position, with sienna, almost white shades 

dominating most of the surface. In each one of these similar reliefs, hollow areas boast more 

rods in slightly or strongly darker colors, shades of brown that offer their nuances due to the 

influence of other colors. These reliefs are of an incredible delicacy, endowed with a seductive 

power manufactured with almost nothing: the poise of color and the rhythmic structure of the 

tiny rods. Other reliefs are configured with innumerable minute rods, tightly wedged on the 

supporting plane. Here, the hollow areas draw unusual itineraries, rather like polygonal 

eclectics or unfinished, disoriented cartographic paths, gestures carved on a granulose surface.   

On the other hand, the signical series, with shapes that resemble letters of a weird alphabet, 

with something that seems extracted from a cuneiform plate with writings in Aramaic or Copt. 

A series of instruments with something resembling spades or strange spoons, compose an 

unconventionally beautiful series.  

And thirdly, the undulating evolutions, occasionally broken in a remarkable angle, creating an 

unexpected shuddering of space: the ethereal softness of curves, like fine lines that play with 

the various planes that support them or to which they are stuck, and that seem to float in 

space or defy gravity.  

Everything has the appearance of a delicate choreographic stroke, of flexible forms freed from 

the repression of rigidity. The fullness of vitality is then warranted through persistent, almost 

stubborn experimentation, which leaves traces of multiple identities, always unique and above 

all healthy; emerging from a relentless, passionate, compelling project, alien to any banality 

and empty contemporaneity.   
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